
 

  

 

Goals:  

 My goals are to work with the new Chapter Presidents.  I want the Chapter Presidents to consider me to 

be a good resource, as well as the liaison between their chapter and our state president.  I wanted to 

provide support and encouragement, to help chapters develop ideas for inviting potential members, to 

promote leadership development, to encourage attendance at chapter meetings and to attend the State 

Convention.  I wanted to strengthen relationships between members, chapters, and the state 

organization. 

 

Accomplishments and activities related goals: 

I started the new biennium year meeting the new Chapter Presidents at the State Convention.  We went 

to the training sessions and I wanted them to feel comfortable enough to contact me if they needed 

something.  Upon returning home I made contact by email asking each CP to fill out and return a 

Chapter Information form I have. These are very helpful for me.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

I hosted the Area 2 Workshop.  I was pleased with the attendance and very pleased with the attendees’ 

feedback.  Many of our presenters were ladies with state positions and some were  Area 2 

representatives to their state committees. The presenters did a wonderful job!  I tried to chose 

members from other chapters to take small jobs like greeters, work the registration table, help 

attendees to find their way around the workshop area, help with table decorations, and signage in order 

to increase the attendance.                                                                                                                                            

I made several second visits to chapters encouraging them to plan an Initiation.  I continued compiling 

information for my monthly Newsletter to share.  I continued sending any information by emailing it out 

to CP, as well as, to Ruth Hancock of Theta Omega.  I also tried to contact her by phone with no 

response.   

 

Suggestions to Chapters: 

My suggestions to my chapters will be: to be open to change and new ideas, to stay in contact with me 

and feel free to ask questions, to make every effort to increase membership sharing the TRP, and 

encourage leadership in their chapters like applying for a state committee using the form online.  I will 
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continue to try and make contact with Theta Omega and will be sure I get as much Area 2, state and 

international information to them. 

Also, for me to continue a good relationship with my chapters. 

 


